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Introduction
From free communal lunches to ideas around lactose-
induced dreams, food has remained an integral aspect of our 
programme during 2017-18. This is an essential source for us to 
make space for people to come together for conversation and 
debate in futures to come. The 2017-18 annual report will be 
our second iteration of a recipe guide. 

Alongside three exhibitions and an extensive public programme, 
2017-18 marked new beginnings for Grand Union. We were 
added to Arts Council’s National Portfolio which enabled us 
to develop our programme and provide more opportunities 
for artists, curators and our staff alike. We welcomed a new 
staff member in the role of Associate Curator, and began to 
think actively about working with a Collaborative Programme 
Curator to work with communities in Digbeth and further 
afield. Our focus on curatorial practice is integral to our core 
values, so we introduced our first curator-focused programme, 
Curatorial Curriculum, thanks to a grant from The John Feeney 
Charitable Trust. This provided 15 emerging curators with an 
alternative education programming on curating.

The gallery is a site for political debate, shared learning, dialogic 
conversation, quiet reading and socialising over food and 
music. We hope to continue this into the next chapter of Grand 
Union when our project in partnership with Homes England 
to repurpose Junction Works as a new site for contemporary 
visual arts begins.

We hope our recipe guide which reflects back on our 
2017-18 programme provides food for thought.



In 2017–18 at Grand Union we presented: 
3 exhibitions | 31 events | 10 offsite projects

4 graduate studio residencies

Grand Union’s total turnover equalled £165,543 with only 
31% being awarded by Arts Council England. 

We have welcomed 6,045 visitors through the gallery 
doors, engaged 1757 people with our off-site activities and 
broadcast to 166,958 people online and through printed 
media. 
 



FUNDRAISING
£55,662
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GRAND UNION CONNECTS PEOPLE 
THROUGH ART AND IDEAS
Grand Union is a gallery and artists studios complex in Digbeth, 
Birmingham. We house workspace for 22 artists and present a lively 
programme of contemporary exhibitions and events.
 
VISION

Our vision is to bring together a strong, visible and valued artistic 
community as part of our vibrant city.
We do this in three ways:

• By offering a high quality, challenging programme of public 
exhibitions and events

• By providing affordable studio space to artists

• By fostering a dynamic and critically engaged community 
of artists. Grand Union collaborates with local and regional 
partners as well as with international artists and institutions

MISSION
Grand Union’s mission is to connect people with contemporary art. 
We create opportunities to access important, relevant and innovative 
art that encourages and enables professional development and 
collaborative thinking and learning.
 





OUR PRACTICE

We are a welcoming organisation, home to a gallery and working 
space for artists. We bring the public closer to art and artists 
by hosting, sharing, listening, supporting, caring, conversing and 
exchanging, to develop people and practice.

Grand Union:

Works with artists, curators and writers, placing an emphasis on 
commissioning and supporting new art, career development and 
encouraging experimentation.

Provides contemporary visual artists in the city with affordable, 
purpose-built studio space.

Develops curatorial talent through a programme of employment, 
mentoring and toolkits.

Engages people with this work through an ambitious programme 
of exhibitions, talks and events in our Gallery and elsewhere.

Seeks to increase the understanding of contemporary art by 
enabling the widest possible audiences to enjoy and engage with 
art in a friendly environment.





OUR OBJECTIVES

In the next four years we will:
 
• Take a lead to positively influence how Digbeth is regenerated, 

ensuring there is more affordable space for artists and arts 
organisations in the city centre. By bringing Junction Works, a 
Grade II listed building back into use, we will secure the future 
of arts provision in Birmingham and the resilience of Grand 
Union as a business. We will share our experience and expertise, 
presenting a model for other arts organisations and social 
enterprises to follow.

 
• Deliver an expanded collaborative programme of exhibitions 

and events, deepening our relationships with other organisations 
and people in Birmingham. We will continue to prioritise 
hosting people and exchange with our partners, reinforcing the 
welcoming nature of the space and organisation, whilst being a 
critical resource for all.

 
• Create more opportunities to develop the careers of artists, 

curators and our workforce. We will grow the organisation to 
increase our workforce and programmes. We will increase the 
number of new commissions, develop new strands of programme, 
including a heritage strand that responds to our new location at 
Junction Works.

 
• Take steps to ensure the whole organisation, including board 

members, staff, freelancers, studio artists and collaborators, 
reflects the population of Birmingham.





GRAND UNION…
HOSTS, SHARES AND LISTENS ...
Throughout the year, we hosted 31 events including 
film screenings, lunches, practical workshops and open 
exhibitions which invited people to engage with our 
programme and create conversation around the themes 
of our 3 exhibitions.

Rope Press presented Artist Super Market, a weeked long 
open exhibition presenting and selling a large range of 
prints, books and artworks by regional and international 
artists. Associated events included a book Launch by 
Artist Filippo Fontana, a raffle and a family workshop.

The Dutch Window by artist Seecum Cheung instigated 
our politically-driven series of events including regular 
Friday Lunchtime Discussions, Room With A View: General 
Election Party & Live Discussion, Vox Pop Map Workshop, 
led by Keith Dodds and Roundtable Discussion with Seecum 
Cheung & Morgan Quaintance. This public programme 
invited a welcoming and convivial atmosphere for people 
to talk about the current socio-political climate over a 
plate of hot food within a safe environment.

The exhibition Pleasure is a Weapon by Susie Green came 
with film screenings, an artist-led tour of the show and 
collaborative performances. Visitors joined us for informal 
interventions where they were encouraged to encounter 
Green’s installation in unconventional ways. 

We held an open studio event as part of the launch of 
our new studios. This provided artists with a platform to 
show work publiclly and meet the wider studio community. 
People were invited to visit studio holders, view works in 
progress and take a behind the scenes look at the studios.



SUPPORTS AND CARES…
The development of artists, curators and audiences is 
always integral to Grand Union’s mission, and we carry this 
out through a supportive and caring approach.

2017-18 allowed us to support all three of our artists with 
new opportunities within their practice. The Dutch Window 
was the first solo exhibition in the UK for Seecum Chung. 
We were also able to support Susie Green with her first ever 
solo exhibition, Pleasure Is A Weapon, commissioning her 
to make completely new work. Similarly, Melanie Jackson 
was able to create a new body of work for Deeper in the 
Pyramid.

We continued to support curatorial practice through our 
Curatorial Curriculum, offering 5 participants from the 
West Midlands a bursary to participate in the programme. 
With thanks to Beatfreeks and New Art West Midlands for 
making this possible. We launched our BCU Graduates 
in Residence programme, offering four recent graduates 
from Birmingham City University’s School of Art & Design 
a studio space for 12 months. Our artists in residence 
were Nuala Clooney, Maral Mamaghanizadeh, David 
Poole and Larissa Shaw. Early 2018 saw the start of GU 
Women, a Birmingham-based female collective comprised 
of writers, curators, artists and researchers,  GU Women 
came together through a mutual connection to Grand 
Union.

Sarah Taylor Silverwood collaborated with Crisis clients 
to produce a new zine as part of the Art in Crisis Festival 
2017. The zine was inspired by the question ‘What If?’, and 
explored alternative realities from the past, present and 
future. This marked the start of our relationship with Crisis 
members in Digbeth, which led us to think about how Grand 
Union can integrate the community into our programme 
long-term through a  Collaborative Programme Curator 
role.



ENCOURAGES COLLABORATION...
Working in collaboration shaped many of the ways we 
operated throughout 2017-18. 

We presented Rory Pilgrim’s performance as part of Susie 
Green’s Pleasure is a Weapon with SHOUT Festival; created 
new partnerships for Melanie Jackson’s Deeper in the Pyramid 
across Grand Union, Primary in Nottingham and Banner 
Repeater in London. Melanie presented her research on milk 
through an artist talk as part of University of Birmingham’s 
Arts & Science Festival.

THE PROPOSAL was a collaborative project between Grand 
Union and MAIA. Through an open call of proposals, five 
young creatives, artists, curators and producers pitched a 
project to which the audience then voted and decided which 
project won the fund. We also worked with MAIA Creatives 
to produce our annual Christmas Party as part of the last 
Digbeth First Friday of the year.

Our new collaboration with postgraduate Art History & 
Curating students from University of Birmingham took place 
during this year, resulting in a three-person exhibition titled 
Three Models for Change. 

Existing collaborations include our work with Bruntwood 
Developments, where we strive to advise and support them in 
purchasing work by Birmingham based artists. This year, we 
started a conversation around collaborating with Bruntwood 
on public commissions and projects. Grand Union also 
continued to develop a collaborative programme with THE 
FEAST between artists and young people. THE FEAST looks 
for different ways to engage young people of different faiths, 
who would never have otherwise met, to enable them to 
make friends, explore identity and talk about faith.



CONVERSES AND 
EXCHANGES...

Our curators-in-residence programme continued 
into 2017 with Anna Santomauro and Valerio Del 
Baglivo curating a series of public of events.  VOZ  
RARA concered themes of Communication and 
Voice, expanding and challenging Grand Union’s 
“Notes On… Communication” programme. Through 
talks, events, workshops, performances and film 
screenings, the Anna and Valerio scrutinised and 
reflected on our working practices in dialogue with 
us. Invited guests included Hamish MacPherson, 
Sabel Gavaldon, Jaume Ferrete Vázquez, Alex 
Martinis Roe, Mikhail Karikis. 

We welcomed our 2018 curator-in-residence, 
Lucy Lopez, who introduced the next phrase 
of the “Notes On…” programme, looking at the 
subject of care. The Curatorial Research Group, 
organised by Lucy Lopez and Grand Union 
staff, brought together art workers from across 
the West Midlands for reading, discussion and 
critical feedback. Personal Slippages: Curating, 
Curanderismo, Caring was the first session, led by 
Teresa Cisneros with Adelaide Bannerman, which 
explored the slippage between different ‘spaces’ 
– that of a curator, a carer and a curandera (a 
Latin American healer).

We piloted unRequired Reading in 2018, a space 
in Grand Union for people to come together and 
read at their own leisure. The first edition coincided 
with Melanie Jackson’s exhibition, Deeper in the 
Pyramid; the readings questioned assumptions 
relating to molecular bodies, hormones, sexuality 
and gender.



SEECUM CHUNG
THE DUTCH WINDOW

Tomato Consommé.

Served in a  Pewter tea cups.

‘Poison Apple’ steeped to form 
a translucent amber elixir.



SUSIE GREEN
PLEASURE IS A WEAPON

Mexican Vanilla Panna Cotta in a Cherry Soup 
with Toasted Hazelnuts and Milk Crisp Shards. 

 
Shared between two, each person fed by the other. 

An oral exploration of texture, 
bathed in a scarlet liquor.



MELANIE JACKSON
DEEPER IN THE PYMAID

Rice Pudding, Honey and Toasted 
Almond Ice Cream.

 
Served from a Tetra Pak.

Maternal sweetness, pasteurised 
and hermetically sealed.



Modern Clay is a new open access, artist-led ceramics facility 
directed by Mark Essen, based at Grand Union. 
See modernclay.org for details.

We also offer four graduate residency spaces every year for a 
12 month residency period. Our artists in residence in 2017-18 
were Nuala Clooney, Maral Mamaghanizadeh, David Poole 
and Larissa Shaw. 

Our studio holders have exhibited their work prolifically 
throughout the UK including institutions such as Eastside 
Projects, Ikon, Somerset House, Whitechapel, Site Gallery and 
Spike Island. Also, they have shown worldwide in places such 
as Denver, Johannesburg, Amsterdam and Guangzhou. More 
recently, a number of their works were acquired by Deutsche 
Bank and Bruntwood for their collection and building. 

STUDIOS AND PARTNERS/FUNDERS
Artists housed in our studios include:

Matt Westbrook
Keith Dodds
Kaye Winwood
David Rowan
Stuart Whipps
James Langdon
Juneau Projects
Simon & Tom Bloor

An Endless Supply
Joanne Masding 
Emily Hawes 
Amelia Beavis–Harrison
Sophie Huckfield
Aly Grimes
Sarah Taylor Silverwood



Staff
Jo Capper (Collaborative Programme Curator)
Kirsty Clarke (Programme Assistant)
Sean Elder (Associate Research Curator)
Cheryl Jones (Director)
Kim McAleese (Programme Manager)
Laura Onions (Programme Assistant)
Alice O’Rourke (Associate Curator)

Board of Directors
Dorothy Wilson (Chair)
Jon Andrews
Kate Self
Helen Stallard
Elinor Morgan
Mat Jenner
David Rowan
Stuart Whipps

Management, funders and supporters
 

Thanks to our dedicated team of 
volunteers and freelancers
 
Supporters for 2016-17
Thanks to 
Arts Council England
Art & Science Festival at University of Birmingham
BFI
Birmingham City University
Crisis
Elephant Trust
Esmee Fairbairn
Fierce Festival
Fluxus Foundation
Keep It Complex
Millennium Point
Rope Press
SHOUT Queer Festival of Art & Culture
The Showroom
University of Birmingham



Grand Union
Is a not-for-profit organisation. 
Company No. 06983042

T: 0121 643 9079
E: info@grand-union.org.uk
www.grand-union.org.uk


